We’re not all built the same
Night Splints
Knee Immobilizer
Combination
Dynamic Night Splints
OTC AFO’s
Pediatric and Adult
Articulated AFO’s
AFO w/Double action ankle joint
Leaf Spring AFO
Supramalleolar AFO  (SMAFO)
Free Motion AFO
Carbon AFO’s
Dynamic Walk AFO
Hybrid AFO

- Custom
- Total Contact Footplate
KAFO
Cost:

- Varies
- AFO’s $90 - $1400 each.  KAFO’s $1400 - $3000
- L-Codes
- Check Insurance Plan
- Need Doctors Rx.
Communicate
Thank You

John M. Allen C.P.O.
Allen Orthopedic Labs Inc.
Email: info@allenorthopediclabs.com